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We present two new sensitivity enhanced gradient NMR exper-
iments for measuring interference effects between chemical shift
anisotropy (CSA) and dipolar coupling interactions in a scalar cou-
pled two-spin system in both the laboratory and rotating frames.
We apply these methods for quantitative measurement of longi-
tudinal and transverse cross-correlation rates involving interfer-
ence of 13C CSA and 13C–1H dipolar coupling in a disaccharide,
α,α-D-trehalose, at natural abundance of 13C as well as interfer-
ence of amide 15N CSA and 15N–1H dipolar coupling in uniformly
15N-labeled ubiquitin. We demonstrate that the standard heteronu-
clear T1, T2, and steady-state NOE autocorrelation experiments
augmented by cross-correlation measurements provide sufficient
experimental data to quantitatively separate the structural and dy-
namic contributions to these relaxation rates when the simplifying
assumptions of isotropic overall tumbling and an axially symmetric
chemical shift tensor are valid. C© 2001 Academic Press

Key Words: chemical shift anisotropy; dynamics; NMR relax-
ation; relaxation interference.
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INTRODUCTION

Due to the recent developments of isotope labeling strate
coupled with the introduction of gradient enhanced multidim
sional NMR experiments, there is a renewed interest in the s
of heteronuclear relaxation and relaxation interference betw
different relaxation mechanisms in macromolecules (1–13). The
typically measured heteronuclear relaxation parameters,T1, T2,

and NOE, have primarily been analyzed using the “model-fr
approach of Lipari and Szabo (14, 15) in which the relaxation
rates are fitted with a minimal number of dynamic paramet
including the generalized order parameter,S2, a correlation time
for internal motion,τe, and an overall correlation time,τc. Ex-
tensions of this model considering the anisotropy of the glo
rotational diffusion tensor and the possibility of two-time-sc
internal motion have also been proposed (16, 17). However, the
assumption of a uniform15N chemical shift anisotropy (CSA
value in the description of the chemical anisotropy relaxat
1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. Fax: +36-52-489-6
E-mail: kover@tigris.klte.hu.
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contribution is becoming more apparent as a limitation of t
formalism, as several recent investigations demonstrate that
the orientation and the principal values of chemical shift ten
can significantly vary from residues to residues in a protein (18–
21). Our approach presented here requires noa priori assump-
tions on the value of CSA, considering instead the magnitu
and orientation of the chemical shift tensor as variables.
demonstrate that an extension of the model-free Lipari–Sz
formalism which is based on the simultaneous analysis
five heteronuclear relaxation data,T1, T2, NOE, ηzz, andηxy,
whereηzz andηxy denote the longitudinal and transverse cro
correlation rates, respectively, allows the evaluation of both
dynamics and the chemical shift anisotropy parameters, inc
ing separation of the magnitude and orientation terms of CS

Recently, several applications of longitudinal and/or tran
verse relaxation interference between chemical shift anisotr
and dipolar interactions have been described. It was dem
strated that the ratios of the transverse and longitudinal cr
correlation rates allow a more accurate description of molec
motions, irrespective of any structural parameters such as
ternuclear distances or chemical shift tensors (11). Moreover,
the combined use of longitudinal and transverse CSA/DD
laxation interference has been proposed for unambiguous
aration of chemical exchange contributions to transverse re
ation from that of rotational diffusion anisotropy (22). It has
also been shown that the angular dependence of theηxy andηzz

ratio of macromolecules of known three-dimensional struct
provides a more reliable measure of rotational anisotropy t
that of the correspondingR2/R1 ratio (23–25) because the in-
terference terms are free of exchange contributions. All of th
studies and several others (not mentioned here) underline
importance of cross-correlation effects as a sensitive indic
of molecular dynamics. However, it is also well known that t
strength of the relaxation interference between CSA and DD
teractions depends on the principal values and orientation o
chemical shift tensor as well (26). Structural information arising
from evaluation of cross-correlated relaxation rates in terms
CSA projections was found to be invaluable for the descript
of subtle variations in local conformation or characterizati
1090-7807/01 $35.00
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138 KÖVÉR A

of H-bond strength (5, 7, 8). It is well established now tha
the chemical shift tensor is more sensitive to conformatio
changes than the averaged isotropic chemical shift. How
the evaluation of CSA from cross-correlated relaxation r
requiresa priori knowledge of the dynamics. To this en
the global and local dynamic parameters are derived f
the standardT1, T2, and heteronuclear NOE data using
Lipari–Szabo formalism and assuming an average valu
−160 ppm CSA for the amide15N. In the case of13C re-
laxation studies, the CSA relaxation contributions are g
erally omitted except for aromatic/olefinic carbons. With
dynamic behavior known, the CSA projections (or geome
dependent CSA, CSAg (27)) can be determined from the cros
correlation rates based on the well-known equations (26, 28)
(see below). The major limitation of this approach, that a
form CSA must be assumed for evaluation of dynamics
then the derived dynamic parameters are used for evalu
of individual CSAs, was recently resolved by Fushman
Cowburn and colleagues (18, 19). They propose a dynamic-fre
approach for the evaluation of CSA parameters which is b
on measuring transverse auto- and cross-correlation relax
rates at different static magnetic fields. This method, howe
suffers from the inherent disadvantage of multiple-field exp
ments: it is very sensitive to errors due to mismatching of
perimental conditions on different spectrometers (42). Using
published experimental data we found that 1–2% error in on
the four relaxation parameters results in a significant varia
(ca. 5–10%) in the CSA terms. According to our experience
curacy better than 3–5% in the cross-correlated relaxation
can hardly be achieved even when the greatest care is tak
the selection of experimental parameters.

In order to circumvent the above limitations of the multip
field approach, we propose an extension of the Lipari–Sz
formalism which is simply based on simultaneous evalua
of five relaxation measurements performed at one mag
field strength in terms of dynamic and CSA parameters.
apply this approach to the analysis of13C relaxation rates mea
sured inα,α-D-trehalose at natural abundance of13C and to
the evaluation of15N relaxation rates measured in uniform
15N-labeled ubiquitin. In addition, we propose new sensitiv
enhanced gradient methods for the measurement of longitu
and transverse cross-correlation rates, which are generally a
cable to molecules of any size and do not require specific iso
enrichment.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Pulse Sequences for Quantitative Measurement
of Longitudinal and Transverse CSA/DD
Cross-Correlation Rates

The experimental techniques available for measuring lon

dinal and transverse cross-correlation rates of dipolar X–H a
X–CSA relaxation interference generally require isotopic e
D BATTA
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richment and are mostly applicable to macromolecules (8, 10,
11, 22, 29, 30). In order to minimize possible complications r
sulting from multispin effects, high-level deuteration of proto
which do not actively participate in the interactions of interes
also recommended. Typically, two or even more separate m
surements are required for recording the reference spectra w
are devoid of relaxation interference effects.

The pulse schemes we propose here show excellent pe
mance on both isotopically enriched and natural abundance s
ples and are applicable to molecules of any size. The advers
fect of spin diffusion is avoided by measuring the initial buildu
rate of the interference effect (31, 32). The largely similar pulse
sequences proposed for the measurement ofηzz andηxy permit
the design of one common reference experiment. The exp
ments have been tested on small to medium-sized molecul
the fast to intermediate motional regime and large biomolecu
with slow tumbling. The pulse schemes for measuringηzz and
ηxy are depicted in Figs. 1A and 1B together with the refere
experiment (Fig. 1C) used for the measurement of the in
magnetization state. The experiments are simply based o
INEPT/reverse INEPT gradient sensitivity enhancement pu
scheme (33) and basically correspond to the two-dimension
extensions of our earlier 1D experiments (27, 34, 35) with the in-
clusion of gradients for the suppression of undesired cohere
and selection of the desired ones. First, an initial INEPT
riod transfers equilibriumIz magnetization into 2IzSz two-spin
order, which is converted further to 2IzSy antiphase coherenc
only in the transverse cross-correlation relaxation measurem
The gradient pulses,G1 andG2, serve to generate a pure initia
magnetization state prior to theτ delay by destroying any unde
sired coherences. During the relaxation time periodτ , relaxation
interference between dipolar and CSA interactions mediates
conversion of 2IzSz coherence toSz (Fig. 1A) or 2IzSy to Sy

(Fig. 1B), respectively. In the transverse (rotating frame, ort
ROESY (36)) cross-correlation experiment, a continuous-wa
spin-lock sequence is employed with a spin-lock field stren
of typically 3000–6000 Hz. In order to minimize offset effect
an adiabatic spin-lock pulse can be a useful alternative, as
gested by Mulderet al. (37) in the rotating frame relaxation
measurement. After the buildup of the relaxation interfere
signal duringτ , the Sz magnetization is flipped back to th
transverse plane (scheme A), and then the chemical shif
beling ofX magnetization takes place duringt1 with simultane-
ous refocusing ofJXH evolution in both experiments. Finally
the antiphaseX-coherence which evolves during the subsequ
2δ echo-period is converted to detectable1H magnetization
using the sensitivity enhanced gradient echo–antiecho co
ence selection scheme (33). Contributions from the undesire
coherences are removed by the gradients, e.g., the strong r
ual antiphaseX-magnetization beforet1 is converted with a
proton 90◦ pulse (φ2) to multiple-quantum coherence which
efficiently destroyed by the gradients (G3,G4,G5, andG6) ap-

nd
n-
plied for the desired (X-SQ→ 1H-SQ) coherence selection. The
16-step phase cycling scheme further enhances the suppression
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FIG. 1. Summary of the novel, sensitivity enhanced gradient experiments proposed in this study. Thin and thick bars represent 90◦ and 180◦ pulses, respectively.
Phases areX if not indicated otherwise. The maximum gradient available was ca. 0.5 T/m (100%) and the amplitudes of sine bell-shaped gradients of 1 m
with recovery time 200µs (ξ ) are given as a percentage of this value. (A) Longitudinal CSA/DD cross-correlation experiment. (B) Transverse CSA/DD
correlation experiment. (C) Reference experiment. The phase cycling was set asφ1 = Y − Y;φ2 = X8 − X8; φ3 = −X4X4; φ4 = X2 − X2; φ5 = Y2 − Y2

and8 = X − X2X − X X2 − X; for the reference experiment:φ1 = Y − Y; φ2 = Y4 − Y4; φ3 = X2 − X2; φ4 = Y2 − Y2 and8 = X − X2X − X X2 − X.
Echo–antiecho signals are obtained by alternatively inverting the amplitude of theG3, G4, andG5 gradient pulses and the phaseφ5 (φ4 for the reference experiment)
of the 90◦X pulse for consecutive FIDs. Gradient amplitudesG1 = 59,G2 = 49,G3 = 20,G4 = 60,G5 = −80,G6 = 16.22 for 15N CSA/DD andG6 = 40.23
for 13C CSA/DD experiment. (D) 1D gradient enhanced ortho-ROESY experiment with1H detection (35). φ1 = Y − Y; φ2 = Y2 − Y2 and8 = X − X2X.

During the spin-lock pulse (SLx) of variable durationSx magnetization is partially converted to 2IzSx coherence due to CSA/DD relaxation interference. The
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purging gradient is applied when the interference signal is stored as 2IzSz co
observed.

of unwanted magnetization. Echo–antiecho signals are obta
by performing the experiment twice with the samet1 and invert-
ing gradientsG3,G4, andG5 and the phaseφ5 in the second
experiment. The reference experiment (Fig. 1C) basically
ploys the same number of pulses and delay periods as the
ous two experiments except that the cross-correlation perτ
is omitted. The signal intensity obtained in the reference ex
iment quantifies the initial INEPT state of the cross-correla
measurement. The cross-correlated relaxation rates (ηzzandηxy)
are derived by measuring the initial buildup of the interfere
effect. The relaxation delayτ, in which the cross-correlate
relaxation is operative, is typically set to 10, 20, 30, 40,
50 ms in macromolecules and significantly longer, varying fr
10 to 150–200 ms in medium-sized molecules. Contribut
from multispin effects due to spatially close1H dipoles can be
neglected, as they do not affect the initial buildup rate of
interference effect.

The pulse schemes of Fig. 1 have been applied to [2,4,6-

2H ]-α,α-D-trehalose for the measurement of13C–1H CSA/DD
interference at natural abundance of13C and to a sample of uni-
erence. After the lastH pulse, the antiphase proton magnetization is direc

ined

m-
revi-
d
er-
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formly 15N-enriched human ubiquitin for determining15N–1H
CSA/DD interference. For the present comparative study,
trehalose proved to be an ideal test compound, since its dyn
ics in a broad temperature range have already been investig
by our group (38), and the13C and1H CSA projections (geo-
metry dependent CSAg) are also available from earlier cros
correlation studies (27). We found that deuteration in alternatin
positions is useful to avoid complications arising from interf
ence between ABX type strong coupling and cross-correlat
Representative examples of signal buildup curves as a func
of the delayτ obtained by the pulse schemes of Fig. 1 are sho
in Fig. 2. For comparison, the transverse cross-correlation r
have been determined by two different methods for each sam
in trehalose the 1D1H-detected ortho-ROESY (36) (Fig. 1D) and
in ubiquitin the experiment proposed by Tessariet al. (8) were
also performed. We found that the measured cross-correla
rates showed good agreement within the estimated experim
errors (3–5%), which means that multispin effects are insign

cant during the buildup of interference effect. Figures 2a and 2b
show the buildup series for C-1 of trehalose. Selected examples



of [2,4,6-
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FIG. 2. Buildup of relaxation interference signals in the cross-correlation experiments. The buildup curves (a) and (b) were measured on C1

2H]-α,α-D-trehalose using the pulse scheme of Figs. 1A and 1D, respectively. The buildup curves (c), (d), and (e) were obtained on selected residues of [U-15N]-
ubiquitin using the pulse sequence of Figs. 1A and 1B and that of Tessariet al. (8). The experimental conditions are detailed in the text.
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of buildup curves for residues of ubiquitin are depicted in Figs
and 2d, together with the signal buildup of the same effects m
sured by the method of Tessariet al.(Fig. 2e). The second-orde
polynomial fit of the buildup curves was performed using an
plementation of the nonlinear least-squares routine in the M
LAB software package (39), and the cross-correlation rates (ηzz

andηxy) were estimated by calculating the first derivative of
best fitted polynomial function at the time origin.

Evaluation of CSA Parameters from the Concerted Use
of Five Relaxation Parameters

Besides the longitudinal and transverse cross-correla
rates, the conventional heteronuclearT1, T2, and steady-stat
NOE data were determined in each sample. To this end
standard 1DX-detected relaxation experiments were perform
on trehalose and a series of 2D heteronuclear correlated
tra with the gradient sensitivity enhancement scheme of Fa
et al. (40) was recorded on ubiquitin. Duplicate measureme
and/or Monte Carlo analysis have been performed to as
the experimental uncertainty of the relaxation data. The
mated average precision of the experimental data was typi
0.5–1% forT1, 1–2% forT2, 2–3% for NOE, and 3–5% for th
ηzz andηxy. The theoretical expressions for the autorelaxa
(R1, R2) and cross-correlation rate constants (ηxy, ηzz) and for
the steady-state heteronuclear NOE in terms of the spectral
sity functions (Ja(ω), Jc(ω)) are given in Eqs. [1–5] (26, 28).

R1 = 0.1d2[ Ja(ωH − ωX)+ 3Ja(ωX)

+ 6Ja(ωH + ωX)] + 0.4 c2[ Ja(ωX)] [1]

R2 = 0.05d2[4Ja(0)+ Ja(ωH − ωX)+ 3Ja(ωX)

+ 6Ja(ωH)+ 6Ja(ωH + ωX)]

+ (1/15)c2[3Ja(ωX)+ 4Ja(0)] [2]

NOE= (γH/γX) 0.1d2[6Ja(ωH + ωX)

− Ja(ωH − ωX)]/R1 [3]
ηxy = −(
√

3/15)cd[4Jc(0)+ 3Jc(ωX)] [4]
ent initial parameters, the individual CSA parameters showed a
significant scatter, as demonstrated in Fig. 3. However, the CSA
TABLE 1

The Heteronuclear Relaxation Data Measured in [2,4,6-2H]-α,α-D-Trehalose (1.7 M D20, T = 275 K) and the Dynamic (S2, τc)
and CSAg Parameters Obtained via the Fitting of Experimental Data Using the Conventional (L–Sz) and the Extended (ext. L–Sz)
Lipari–Szabo Approach

T1 (s) T2 (s) NOE ηzz(s−1) ηxy (s−1) S2
L–Sz S2

ext.L–Sz CSAg (ppm)

C1 0.273± .002 0.119± .002 0.256± .005 0.78± .02 2.27± .06 0.95 0.90 35.5± 2
C3 0.284± .002 0.119± .002 0.256± .005 0.58± .02 1.60± .05 0.92 0.89 26.4± 1
C5 0.285± .002 0.117± .002 0.236± .004 0.86± .03 2.30± .06 0.93 0.87 38.3± 2
Note.The overall correlation time obtained from the conventional and ex
1.89 ns andτc ext.L−Sz= 1.92 ns, respectively.
HALOSE AND UBIQUITIN 141
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ηzz= −(2
√

3)/5cd Jc(ωX), [5]

where Ja(ω) = S2τm/(1+ ω2τ 2
m) + (1− S2)τ/(1+ ω2τ 2) is

the autocorrelation spectral density function with the simp
fying assumption of isotropic overall tumbling, andJc(ω) =
Ja(ω)(3 cos22 − 1)/2 is the cross-correlation spectral de
sity function, where the given relation between the auto- a
cross-correlation spectral density function is valid only for sm
2(2 ≤ 30). d = (µ0hγHγX )/(8π2r 3

X H, c = γX B0(σ‖ − σ⊥)/√
3, in whichµ0 is the vacuum permeability,h is Planck’s con-

stant,γH andγX are the gyromagnetic ratios for1H andX, het-
eronucleus, respectively,r X H is the internuclear distance, an
B0 is the static magnetic field strength.σ‖ andσ⊥are the princi-
pal components (parallel and perpendicular with respect to
CSA axis) of the axially symmetric chemical shielding tensor
X,2 is the angle between the unique axis of the chemical s
tensor and theX–H bond vector.r X H = 0.112 and 0.102 nm
was used forX= 13C and15N, respectively.

The cross-correlated relaxation (ηxy,ηzz), as it is evident from
Eqs. [4] and [5], depends on the principal values of the che
ical shielding tensor,1σ = (σ|| − σ⊥), the projection angle2
between the dipole and CSA tensors and also on the dyna
J(ω) of the molecule. Assuming isotropic tumbling and an a
ally symmetric chemical shift tensor, we have made attempt
separate contributions due to variations in dynamic and st
tural factors. Our extension of the Lipari–Szabo approach sim
involves a simultaneous fitting of the above five heteronucl
relaxation parameters measured at one field strength in te
of five adjustable variables: the global correlation timeτm and
four local parameters,S2

i , τi ,1σi , and2i , describing internal
motion (S2

i and τi ) and chemical shift anisotropy (1σi and2i ).
The experimental relaxation data measured in [2,4,6-2H]-α,α-D-
trehalose (1.7 M in D2O, 275 K), together with the results of th
conventional and extended Lipari–Szabo analysis, are give
Table 1. We found that the extended (five parameters, one gl
and four local) Lipari–Szabo approach did not give a unique,
multaneous solution for the magnitude and orientation of13C
CSA tensors. During several iterations performed with diffe
tended Lipari–Szabo analysis using the global fit approach is as follows,τc L–Sz =
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FIG. 3. The result of 14 independent iterative analyses of relaxation data of [2,4,6-2H]-α,α-D-trehalose using the extended Lipari–Szabo approach w
randomized initial parameters. The gray bars show the distribution of the CSA angular term (θ ) upon successive iterations. The black bars with small variat
show the constancy of the geometry dependent CSAg. The structure of the disaccharide is also shown.
FIG. 4. Sequential distribution of chemical shift anisotropy,15N CSA (a) andθ (b) in ubiquitin. Error estimates indicated by error bars are obtained from
extensive Monte Carlo analysis based on the experimental error of the relaxation data. Secondary structure elements are depicted at the top.
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TABLE 2

Selection of Heteronuclear Relaxation Data Measured in [U-15N] Ubiquitin (1.4 mM 95% H2O : 5% D2O, T = 300 K) and the Dy-
namic (S2, τe, τc) and 15N CSA (CSA, θ) Parameters Obtained via the Fitting of Experimental Data Using the Extended (ext. L–Sz)
Lipari–Szabo Approach

Residue T1 (s) T2 (s) NOE ηxy (s−1) ηzz (s−1) S2 τe (10−12 s) CSA (ppm) 2 (deg)

GLN2 0.476± 0.002 0.171± 0.001 0.67± 0.02 4.07± 0.06 1.48± 0.07 0.85 50 −147± 3 15± 2
(0.99) (1.04) (0.97) (0.99) (1.01)

ILE3 0.449± 0.003 0.169± 0.003 0.73± 0.02 4.16± 0.11 1.45± 0.03 0.90 29 −147± 3 19± 2
(0.99) (1.01) (0.99) (0.97) (1.02)

PHE4 0.438± 0.001 0.167± 0.003 0.71± 0.02 4.17± 0.03 1.52± 0.04 0.88 46 −162± 5 21± 1
(1.00) (0.98) (1.00) (1.00) (1.01)

LYS11 0.514± 0.007 0.204± 0.002 0.52± 0.01 3.71± 0.09 1.37± 0.02 0.71 75 −158± 6 15± 2
(1.01) (0.99) (1.01) (1.00) (1.01)

ILE23 0.438± 0.005 0.151± 0.005 0.74± 0.03 3.96± 0.12 1.58± 0.02 0.96 28 −141± 1 17± 1
(0.99) (1.07)∗ (0.99) (1.06) (0.99)

ASN25 0.446± 0.001 0.125± 0.002 0.70± 0.02 4.22± 0.08 1.54± 0.01 0.98 225 −121± 1 7± 2
(0.99) (1.33)∗ (0.96) (1.00) (1.01)

LYS33 0.475± 0.005 0.175± 0.004 0.77± 0.04 3.99± 0.04 1.39± 0.03 0.81 0 −168± 4 21± 1
(1.00) (1.01) (1.00) (1.00) (1.04)

ILE36 0.527± 0.006 0.185± 0.003 0.80± 0.03 4.00± 0.02 1.40± 0.07 0.62 0 −226± 3 22± 1
(0.97) (1.04) (0.97) (1.00) (1.04)

ARG54 0.485± 0.002 0.169± 0.002 0.77± 0.03 4.32± 0.10 1.39± 0.02 0.80 0 −167± 3 21± 1
(0.99) (1.05) (0.99) (0.92) (1.03)
Note. The numbersin italics are the measured experimental relaxation data. The bracketed numbers denote the ratio of the calculated and experimental relaxation
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the average values of the magnitude and orientation ofN chem-
ical shielding tensors. The residue-specific values for15N CSA

2 Two tables containingT1, T2, NOE, and cross-correlation rates of ubiquitin
data. The overall correlation time obtained from the extended Lipari–Szab
∗ Residues involved in conformational exchange.

projections (CSAg = 1σ (3 cos22−1)/2) remained stable dur
ing the iterations regardless of the applied initial parameter
the least-squares minimization. The13C CSAg values obtained
are in good agreement with our earlier data. The global corr
tion time has become longer and the individual order parame
(S2

i ) have slightly decreased in comparison with the conventio
Lipari–Szabo analysis. However, due to the small magnitud
13C CSA and the limited number of measurable parameter
trehalose, our attempts to separate the CSA magnitude and
lar terms have failed. Potentially, the CSAg could be also a usefu
parameter, since quantum-chemical calculations of the shiel
tensor require careful geometry optimization, hence inhere
provide the experimentally available CSAg parameter. In prin-
ciple, it is possible to derive the individual values of13C CSA
parameters if additional relaxation data are measured at hi
fields where the CSA contribution to13C relaxation become
enhanced. To the best of our knowledge, this study present
first attempt for simultaneous evaluation of the dynamics
CSA parameters in carbohydrates.

In contrast, the extended Lipari–Szabo analysis of15N relax-
ation data measured for15N-labeled ubiquitin (1.4 mM, pH 4.7
95% : 5%=H20 : D2O, 600 MHz1H frequency, 300 K) led to a
unique solution for both the dynamic and the CSA paramet
As a result of the global fit approach (41) of the five relaxation
parameters, we found that the15N CSA varies between−121
and−226 ppm with an average of−156 ppm, and the angle2
shows a distribution between 0 and 28◦ with an average of 18◦.

These values, in agreement with the findings of Fushmanet al.
(19), indicate that the15N CSA is not constant along the residue
analysis using the global fit approach isτc = 4.0 ns.
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of a protein, exhibiting a substantial variation, as demonstra
in Fig. 4. Selected examples of the measured relaxation
and the calculated dynamic and CSA parameters are give
Table 2. Comparing the15N CSA values obtained from the ex
tended Lipari–Szabo analysis with those of Fushmanet al. (19),
we found that for 75–80% of the residues the agreement is fa
good, and the CSA values agree within±10–13 ppm. In the
case of eight residues, however, a larger difference (>30 ppm)
is found between the data of appropriate residues. The exp
tion for these substantial differences is still unknown. The h
sensitivity of the multiple-field approach to experimental err
in the ηxy/R2 ratios would be one possible explanation (42).
The order parameters obtained from the extended Lipari–S
analysis agree within±2–3% with those of the conventional a
proach. Note that significantly larger differences can be expe
for bigger molecules at higher magnetic fields (45) due to the
quadratic field dependence of CSA relaxation. A complete
of the measured15N relaxation data together with the derive
dynamic and15N CSA parameters is given in thesupplementary
material2.

Recently, a different approach based on the measureme
15N chemical shift changes between an isotropic and a liq
crystalline phase (46, 47) has been used for the determination

15
s
at 300 K from 600-MHz spectra (Table 3) and the calculated dynamic and15N
CSA parameters (Table 4) are available from the authors.
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can only be obtained if the chemical shift changes are meas
for at least two different orientations of the alignment tensor
if the orientation of the CSA tensor is assumed to be constan
well as if an accurate NMR structure of the molecule is availa
Since the experimental requirements differ for the aligned ph
and the cross-correlation methods, they may be considered
plementary approaches. The former yields average CSA va
(which may depend on secondary structure) and attempts t
rive residue specific CSAs by that approach failed (46). The
average15N CSAs for the two approaches are−163± 4 ppm
(64 residues) (46) and−156± 13 ppm (67 residues, this work

CONCLUSIONS

New, sensitivity enhanced gradient methods have been
for the measurement of the longitudinal and transverse cr
correlation rate constants. The pulse schemes are applica
molecules of any size and do not necessarily require spe
isotopic enrichment. In these experiments complications a
ing from multispin effects are avoided by the use of the ini
rate approach. We have found that the ortho-ROESY and o
transverse cross-correlation experiments provide the same
constants in ubiquitin within the estimated experimental er
However, in the case of trehalose, the conventional transv
experiment (8) has failed in our hands.

We have shown that an extension of the Lipari–Szabo mo
free formalism which is based on the concerted use of five
eronuclear relaxation parameters (T1, T2, NOE, ηzz, andηxy)
measured at one magnetic field strength can be success
used to simultaneously evaluate the dynamics and15N CSA pa-
rameters in ubiquitin. A separation of the magnitude and or
tation of the chemical shift tensor could be achieved, assum
axial symmetry for CSA tensors and isotropic tumbling of t
molecule. We found that15N CSA is not uniform in ubiquitin.
The agreement with Fushmanet al. (19)is generally good with
a few exceptions.

EXPERIMENTAL

All NMR experiments were carried out on Bruker Avan
DRX 500 and 600 spectrometers operating at 500 and 600 M
1H frequency, respectively, equipped with a pulsed field g
dient 1H/13C/15N triple-resonance probe. The 1D INEP
enhanced13C-detectedT1, T2 (43), and steady-state{1H}–13C
NOE measurements were performed on 1.7 M [2,4,6-2H]-α,α-
D-trehalose in D2O at 500 MHz and 275 K using the follow
ing experimental parameters: relaxation delay times forT1:
0.001, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.12, 0.16, 0.2, 0.26, 0
0.48, 0.64, 0.96, 1.28, and 2.56 s, number of transients 128
cycle delay 3 s; relaxation delay times forT2: 1, 1.7, 3.4, 6.8,
13.7, 27.4, 54.8, 109.6, 219.1, and 438.3 ms, number of t
sients 128, recycle delay 3 s; NOE on/off spectra were reco

in an interleaved manner with 1024 transients, using a re
cle delay of 3 s and applying the Waltz-16 decoupling schem
D BATTA
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an-
ded

for 1H saturation in the NOE on experiment.T1 and T2 were
extracted using the three- and two-parameter monoexpo
tial fits of the measured peak intensities. The statistical e
of the relaxation data was estimated from duplicate experim
or randomized data using Monte Carlo simulations. The13C
CSA/DD cross-correlation measurements were performed
1H detection using the following experimental parameters:
ortho-ROESY (Fig. 1D) for C1, C3, and C5 on-resonance w
0.1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70,
75 ms duration of SL pulse (4166 Hz) and 256 number of t
sients per experiment allowing a recycle delay of 4 s. 2D
periments were acquired with relaxation delay times 10, 20
40, and 50 ms, spectral widths 751 and 629 Hz inF2 and F1,
respectively, and 64 transients pert1 increment with a recycl
delay of 2.5 s. A spin-lock field of 5952 Hz was used for the
13C transverse cross-correlated relaxation measurement. T
longitudinal cross-correlation experiment was performed w
relaxation delay times of 10, 20, 35, 50, 75, 100, and 150
A cosine-squared window function and zero-filling were
plied in both dimensions prior to 2D Fourier transformation
second-order polynomial fitting was applied to the time cou
of the measured peak intensities in order to extract the c
correlation rate constants using the initial rate approach.

The 15N relaxation data (60 MHz) of 1.7 mM15N-labeled
ubiquitin (95% : 5%=H2O : D2O, pH 4.7, purchased from VL
Research, Southeastern, PA) at 300 K were measured w
series of 2D heteronuclear correlated spectra using the sens
enhanced gradient pulse schemes of Farrowet al. (40), Tessari
et al. (8), and Fig. 1. The resonance assignments were taken
Wanget al. (44). The spectral widths were 7180 and 1560
inF2 andF1, respectively. The1H carrier frequency was place
at the water resonance and at 116.6 ppm for15N. The relaxation
delay times were as follows forT1: 11.2, 101.2, 201.2, 401.
601.2, 801.2 ms; forT2, CPMG pulse trains of 0.03, 16.5, 49
99.3, 148.9, and 198.5 ms in length were used; forηzz andηxy,
the cross-correlation was active for 11.2, 21.2, 31.2, and 41.
The number of transients collected pert1 increment was 16 fo
T1 andT2, 32 for NOE, and 64 forηzz andηxy measurements. A
spin-lock field of 3400 Hz was used for the15N transverse cross
correlation experiment. Two-parameter exponential fits of
measured peak intensities were applied to extract the relax
time constantsT1 andT2. The cross-correlation rate consta
were determined using the initial rate approach. Monte C
error analysis (300–500 steps) was performed to assess the
of the estimated errors of the experimental data on the fi
parameters of the extended Lipari–Szabo analysis.
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